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The idea that this photomontage is trying to convey is a society that is becoming less and less environmentally conscientious 
and that time is running out for them to change before it is too late.  Compositing this image was difficult because the source 
images were not pre-keyed, and rotoscoping the fine details would be nearly impossible.  I compromised and blended the im-
ages by blurring them and created an overall adjustment layer to make the scene come together as a whole.  
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Some of the most interesting images are the ones that dis-
play contradicting ideas.  Here I attempted to show a tree 
growing out of ice in a reflection of man’s snow goggles.

In this image I tried to create an environment where the 
landscape consisted of random everyday objects.  Again 
compositing this image was difficult because the source 
images were not pre-keyed.
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I found these images to be visually appealing because they each have their own color palette that the composition picks from 
and the colors mesh well together.

Sources: (upper left: www.sxc.hu/browse.phtml?f=view&id=1358526) (lower left: www.sxc.hu/photo/1347676) (right: www.sxc.hu/photo/1356943)
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I chose this image because as an inspiring designer I appreciate different 
notations and symbols as a way of communicating my ideas.  This is an 
example of symbolism sending viewers a message in real life.  Also I like 
the way the shot was framed.

Source: (left: www.sxc.hu/photo/1340621)

I find it interesting what different effects one can achieve from 
adjusting a camera’s shutter speeds, and that is why I chose this 
image.

Source: (right: www.sxc.hu/photo/1185579)
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I find these images interesting because it gives the viewer and new perspective on seemingly mundane objects.

Sources: (left: www.sxc.hu/photo/1196940) (right: www.sxc.hu/photo/1345287)
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Created this image in Adobe Illustrator CS5 using the 
livetrace tool and converted the original raster image to 
a vector image.  I then colored the various vector objects 
and exported it as a raster image.   
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This image is a zoom in of the iconic Time 
Square in New York City.  I accomplished this 
by gathering images of New York City at differ-
ent angles and then sequencing them using 
various techniques in Adobe Illustrator CS5. 
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Vivek Ramadoss
IFDM 105 Fall 2011

Born and raised in Gallup, New Mexico as Star Wars fan, 
Vivek Ramadoss first became interested in visual effects 
and post production when he made his first Star Wars fan 
film.  Since then Vivek has been teaching himself various 
software packages, and has enrolled in the University of 
New Mexico’s IFDM (Interdisciplinary Film and Digital 
Media) program as a Computer Science major. 


